


1:Strongly Disagree  2:Disagree  3:Neutral  4:Agree  5:Strongly Agree
For Q9 - 1:Poor  2:Below Average  3:Average  4:Good  5:Very Good

General Feedback about the Course Overall Ratings
Q3 The course has stimulated my interests to learn more about the subject. 4.8
Q4 The course has improved my knowledge on the subject. 4.8
Q5 The course is well organized and structured. 4.7
Q6 The course work load is manageable. 4.8
Q7 The course involved me in active learning experiences. (Active learning is any approach to teaching in 

which all students are asked to engage in the learning process. Commonly, students will engage in 
small or large activities centered around writing, talking, problem solving, or reflecting.)

4.8

Q8 After going through all the classes and assessments, I will be able to do what is prescribed in the 
learning objectives.

4.7

Q9 Overall, I would rate this course as: Very Good/Good/Average/Below Average/Poor  4.8
Q10 General comments about the course. Refer to separate 

tab for comments

HASS Specific Questions Overall Ratings
Q11 The in-class activities were clearly related to the assigned readings and lecture topics. 4.8
Q12 The in-class activities helped me understand key concepts from the assigned readings and lectures. 4.8
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General Feedback on Subject



Q1. What are the best three things about this course?
1. The poems, 2. The lessons , 3. The professor
The first being how Prof Rhema uses a wide range of poets from different contexts to show the course, the way she places emphasis on understanding 
more than the grades, and that she relates her experiences well to her students. 
The teacher, the discussions and the content
The poems covered, the prof, the way the lessons are conducted
Doesn't require memory work, Short and sweet readings and I love poems
1.The prof 2.the nature of the subject, i personally find it fun 3. the exposure to more written works
This course is very enjoyable due to its unique subject matter of poems. The work load is also very manageable for all of us. The course is structured in 
such a way that it always engages us and commands our attention well. 
The structure of the syllabus covers many different types of poetry (even including local poems) which is very nice. Prof Hokama also experiments with 
different ways to conduct her lessons which make it very personal and more exciting.
Lessons are fun, I get to see the deeper meanings into the poems past the surface and Interesting topics are brought up
Prof! 
1. Great content and learning 2. Supportive and helpful prof 3. Lots of freedom to learn and interact in class



02.136 Lyric Poetry 
Q9. General comments about the course:
I love this course and Prof Rhema! Learn a lot about how to read a poem and understand the nuances in the stanzas. Didn't know there were other variants 
of poems like twin cinema & other visual types of poems.
I hope there could be more arts based Hass mods like this mod. Prof Rhema has done a good job conducting this class and I am really glad that she decided 
to open up this lyric Poetry class
Lyric Poetry is a very nice course that does not restrict us to the woes of convention that is observed in undertaking certain other courses. Thus this course 
actually allows us to expand upon our imaginative capabilities when we are having to think about a particular week's content or any other poetic work in 
general. As such, the course does not devolve into tedium like other technical modules or other certain HASS modules. This is a module I would highly 
encourage my juniors and future students to take!!!


